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CIA Working On Proxy War Against Russia in
Ukraine
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The primary reason CIA boss John Brennan went to Kyiv on Sunday was not to talk about
intelligence sharing as the establishment media has reported. This was the paper thin cover
story  floated  by  Rep.  Mike  Rogers,  the  out-going  chairman  of  the  House  Intelligence
Committee.  It  is  propaganda.

Brennan went to Ukraine to work on logistics for the next phase of the crisis – a proxy war
against Russia similar to the successful one in Afghanistan that defeated the Soviet Union.

THe CIA, of course, denies this, and also denies it made the trip to spur the coup onward and
upward to victory, a dim prospect at best due to the fact so many Ukrainians are less than
thrilled about being ruled by ultra-nationalists and Right Sector brownshirts. Even Ukrainian
soldiers  are  less  not  pumped  up  about  attacking  their  fellow  countrymen:  they
have surrendered to unarmed activists in Donetsk and Sloviansk.

“The claim that  Director  Brennan encouraged Ukrainian  authorities  to  conduct  tactical
operations  inside  Ukraine  is  completely  false.  Like  other  senior  U.S.  officials,  Director
Brennan strongly believes that a diplomatic solution is the only way to resolve the crisis
between Russia and Ukraine,” said aCIA spokesperson in a statement.

The Pentagon has officially announced it will  provide the regime with “non-lethal aid.” The
Obama  administration  is  playing  the  same  game  in  Syria  while  behind  the  scenes
encouraging Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar to send in boatloads of cash, arms, and, most
importantly,  fanatical  al-Qaeda and al-Nusra  mercenaries  willing  to  slaughter  unarmed
civilians and even Christian priests.

“The pull of getting involved in proxy wars is intoxicatingly strong for an obvious reason:
proxies do all the work,” writes John Glaser. “Just provide surrogates cash and guns and
voilà! The devil, as always, is in the details. Proxy wars are usually waged secretly and thus
represent  U.S.  foreign  policy  that  the  American  people  (and  indeed  most  of  the  U.S.
government itself) has no say in. They usually involve supporting unscrupulous groups of
people that often end up committing serious crimes (although, it’s by proxy so U.S. officials
typically wiggle out of any responsibility).”

The CIA’s track record provides ample evidence this is precisely why Brennan personally
traveled to Kyiv and rubbed elbows with the coup leaders. Since its inception, the agency
has  undermined,  subverted,  masterminded  and  directly  orchestrated  the  overthrow
of dozens of countries.
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The Soviet Union fell for it in Afghanistan, but will it fall for it in Ukraine? The $6 billion
Afghan operation beginning in 1979, the largest operation by the CIA to date, was designed
to  “humiliate  the  Soviets  by  arming  anyone  who  would  fight  against  them.  The  agency
funneled cash and weapons to over a dozen guerrilla groups, many of whom had been
staging raids from Pakistan years before the Soviet invasion,” writes Mark Zepezauer.

The operation also created a subset of new terrorists and phantom terrorists who are with
us today and are routinely exploited as the war on manufactured terror drags on, likely
forever, as promised, or until the bottom falls out in the United States financially.

Taking into consideration the CIA’s penchant for supporting the worst sort of sadists and
fanatics, we can expect the covert proxy war now brewing below the surface in Ukraine, in
Europe proper, to be excessively brutal.

It is doubtful Russia, recalling the humiliating defeat in Afghanistan, will merely sit idle on
the sidelines and twiddle its thumbs.

Addendum

Leaflets ordering Jews to register in Donetsk are more than likely part of a CIA operation or
one launched by the real anti-Semites in Kyiv (who are primarily members of Svoboda and
Right Sector). This is an obvious disinformation campaign designed to dovetail with Kerry’s
handshaking photo op with Lavrov in Geneva.

It  has  also  provided  one  of  the  coup  architects,  Geoffrey  Pyatt,  the  U.S.  ambassador  to
Ukraine (the CIA notoriously  uses embassies as staging platforms for  coups),  to  make
remarks customized for the establishment media, now plastering the obviously bogus story
all over CNN and the rest of the corporate alphabet media.

The  pro-Russian  side  has  denounced  the  leaflets  as  brazenly  obvious  fakes.  Jason
Ditz  writes:

The leadership of the self-proclaimed People’s Republic of Donetsk insist the
official  looking  leaflets  are  fakes,  and  the  signature  of  one  of  their  leaders  a
forgery,  designed  to  discredit  the  protest  movement.  The  putative  Jew
registration service simply doesn’t exist, and Ukrainian Jews who show up at
the government building expecting to have to pay a $50 “registration fee” are
wasting their time.

So absurd and transparent is the story, Ditz could not restrain his sarcasm:

Lord knows following through on whether or not urban legends are true isn’t
done in the US, which is why all the top stories in US papers today are either
Jew registration that’s not happening, or a handful of kids in Tokyo wearing
zentai, because that’s sure to be the new fad nationwide.
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